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How Does Exit Planning Protect Business
Value?
When you set about starting your business, you likely had big goals and expansive
dreams about its success. Whether success meant having an impact on your community,
making as much money as possible, or something else, you probably wanted your
business to become the ideal firm in your market.

As you build your business toward the ideal, you concurrently build your business’ value,
which is a key aspect of a successful Exit Plan.

Does this mean that hiccups, stalls, or unforeseen failures in the growth of your business’
value will directly affect your business exit? While that can be true, proper planning helps
mitigate those kinds of fluctuations. Consider the situations of two owners, Wendell Heath
and Aspen Taylor.

Wendell Heath and Aspen Taylor each founded construction companies as C corporations
in the late 1980s, in similar but non-competing markets. In the early 2000s, Wendell and
Aspen each decided that they wanted to leave their businesses by 2010. They each had
their businesses appraised for $5 million. Both wanted to increase their businesses’ value
to $8 million.

Wendell began by investing heavily in equipment and hired a slew of employees to keep
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up with the high housing demand. He typically found himself working 60-hour weeks. The
only advisor he spoke to was his CPA, and he only spoke to her during tax season.
Despite his CPA’s suggestions, he did not consider converting his corporation to an S
corporation, saying that he’d do it later after he built his business’ value. He figured hard
work and dirt under his nails got him this far, so it would also bring him to a successful
retirement.

Aspen began by speaking to her CPA, alerting him of her desire to exit within 8–10 years.
Her CPA directed her to an Exit Planning Advisor, who suggested that she begin installing
a strong management team, complete with incentive programs and covenants not to
compete.

Over five years, Aspen went from working 60-hour weeks to 30-hour weeks. Her Exit
Planning Advisor also connected her with a tax specialist—who helped minimize her taxes
on income and convert her C corporation to an S corporation—and a business broker,
who helped her buy two smaller competitors to broaden her market share. She hired a
management coach to identify and train four key employees who could either buy or run
the company when she was ready to exit.

In 2008, both companies were hit by the Great Recession.

Wendell’s cash flow fell dramatically. He was forced to lay off most of the people he had
hired several years earlier. The equipment he’d invested in often sat unused. Although his
business was valued at just $6 million, he took it to market because he was tired of
working 60-hour weeks. The best offer he got was for $5.5 million, which resulted in a
$2.25 million payout.

Aspen’s company felt pain during the recession, but her layoffs were minimal, thanks to
the cash she had saved through strategic tax planning. The two companies she bought
years earlier increased her business’ value to $15 million, and her strong management
team made her company attractive to buyers despite the Great Recession. Her conversion
to an S corporation lowered the taxes on her company’s sale. In 2010, she exited her
business with $10 million post-tax.

Past success rarely predicts future performance. Much can happen between when you
decide to exit your business and when you actually exit. If planning for and minimizing the
hiccups, stalls, and unforeseen failures in the growth of your business’ value is important
to you, please contact us today.

The information contained in this article is general in nature and is not legal, tax or financial
advice. For information regarding your particular situation, contact an attorney or a tax or
financial advisor. The information in this newsletter is provided with the understanding that it does
not render legal, accounting, tax or financial advice. In specific cases, clients should consult their
legal, accounting, tax or financial advisor. This article is not intended to give advice or to
represent our firm as being qualified to give advice in all areas of professional services. Exit
Planning is a discipline that typically requires the collaboration of multiple professional advisors.
To the extent that our firm does not have the expertise required on a particular matter, we will
always work closely with you to help you gain access to the resources and professional advice



that you need.

This is an opt-in newsletter published by Business Enterprise Institute, Inc., and presented to you
by our firm.  We appreciate your interest.

Any examples provided are hypothetical and for illustrative purposes only. Examples include
fictitious names and do not represent any particular person or entity.

Please contact Dan O'Brien for a free one hour consultation on your exit planning needs
Our new address is:
30 Braintree Hill Office Park
Suite 102
Braintree, MA 02184
Phone 781-410-2300
Fax 781-320-8608

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE
In compliance with IRS requirements, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication
is not intended with or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoidind tax penalties
or in connection with marketing or promotional materials
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